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NOTE: Paladin Risk Solutions is utilizing a secure cloud application to provide multiple layers of protection on the 
web and prevent exposure of open source intelligence gathering and dark web investigations. This software 
enables research teams to maximize security, accelerate intelligence gathering and analysis, streamline network 
operations, and ensure full control and auditability of all research activity.  

 

DISCLAIMER: This report is confidential and is intended to be used solely by the client for whom this report was 
prepared and to whom it is addressed for information purposes only and for no other purpose, except as may be 
expressly stated herein. This report may not be copied, reproduced, disseminated, distributed or otherwise made 
available to any third party, in whole or in part, without the express written consent of Paladin Risk Solutions Inc. 
which consent may be withheld for any reason. In preparing this report, Paladin Risk Solutions Inc. has used its 
professional care and diligence and has endeavored to include in this report and to base its analysis upon 
information that it believes to be relevant to the purposes of this report; however, no representation or warranty, 
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express or implied, is made by Paladin Risk Solutions Inc. as to the accuracy or completeness of the information 
included in this report.  
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1. CURRENT SITUATION 
As the week went on, the world witnessed an escalation of tension 
in the Palestine – Israel relations. Rockets and heavy artillery were 
fired from both sides and significant casualties were reported.  
Palestinian militants launched rockets from Gaza and Israel 
retaliated with new air strikes against them this week, an 
escalation triggered by increasing conflicts in Jerusalem and days 
of clashes at the Al-Aqsa Mosque -- a site sacred to Jews and 
Muslims in the holy city. 

According to the Gaza Ministry of Health, the overall death toll 
since the escalation of the conflict is 65 people including 16 
children. At least 365 people have been wounded. 6 people have 
been killed on the Israeli side by rocket fire, including the first 
death of an Israeli soldier in this round of conflict. The other 
deaths have been that of civilians, including three women and two 
children, one of them a six-year-old wounded in a rocket attack 
on an apartment building in the city of Sderot. Dozens in Israel 
have been wounded. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
said the brigade commander for Gaza City was among 15 other Hamas members who had been killed on 
Wednesday. “This is just the beginning. We’ll hit them like they’ve never dreamed possible,” he said.  

Earlier in May, PM Netanyahu who is currently on trial for corruption charges, failed to form government by 
deadline which has prolonged a political deadlock in the country. This armed escalation of the conflict between 
Israel and Palestine seems to have shifted some attention from Netayahu’s previous political failures to his 
response to the conflict. 

Global leaders around the world are watching the conflict closely as the death toll rises. The majority of them have 
pleaded for conflict de-escalation from both sides. Canadian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Marc Garneau issued a 
statement on the issue: 

 “Canada urges all parties to take immediate steps to end the violence, de-escalate tensions, protect civilians, and 
uphold international law. We stand firmly with the Israeli and Palestinian peoples in their right to live in peace, 
security, with dignity, without fear, and with their human rights respected.” 

“The indiscriminate barrage of rocket attacks fired by Hamas into populated areas of Israel is absolutely unacceptable 
and must cease immediately. Canada supports Israel's right to live in peace with its neighbours within secure 
boundaries and recognizes Israel's right to assure its own security.” 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau responded by asking all sides to protect civilians and end the violence, saying rocket 
attacks against Israel as well as violence at an iconic mosque are "unacceptable." "Canada supports Israel's right 
to assure its own security," he said. "Places of worship are for people to gather peacefully and should never be 
sites of violence."  

On Tuesday, Conservative Leader Erin O'Toole put out a statement condemning rocket attacks by Hamas militants 
as "indiscriminately targeting civilians." 
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US Secretary of State, Antony Blinken, said Wednesday that he is sending a top diplomat to meet Israeli and 
Palestinian officials in a bid to de-escalate soaring violence. Blinken further called on Israel to take additional 
measures to avoid civilian casualties saying it has an "extra burden in trying to do everything it possibly can to 
avoid civilian casualties even as it is rightfully responding in defense of its people." 

In a call Wednesday with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, President Biden "condemned the rocket 
attacks by Hamas and other terrorist groups, including against Jerusalem and Tel Aviv," the White House said in a 
readout of the conversation. Biden also "conveyed his unwavering support for Israel's security and Israel's 
legitimate right to defend itself and its people, while protecting civilians," it said. 
The European Union's foreign policy chief Josep Borrell on Wednesday called for an immediate end to violence in 
Israel and the occupied Palestinian Territories. "Everything must be done to prevent a broader conflict, which will, 
first and foremost, affect the civilian populations on both sides," Josep Borrell said in a statement that condemned 
actions by both sides. 

2. GLOBAL 
2.1 COVID UPDATE 
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2.2 COVID-19 World News 

• 'Impossible' to hold Olympics during pandemic, Japan doctors union warns 
• Scientists have taught bees to smell the coronavirus. They can identify a case within seconds 
• Nepal Wants Everest Climbers To Bring Their Oxygen Tanks Back for COVID Patients 
• India's COVID-19 death toll exceeds 250,000 after deadliest 24 hours of pandemic 

India's coronavirus death toll crossed 250,000 on Wednesday in the deadliest 24 hours since the pandemic 
began, as the disease rampaged through the countryside, leaving families to weep over the dead in rural 
hospitals or camp in wards to tend the sick. Deaths grew by a record 4,205 while infections rose 348,421 in 
the 24 hours to Wednesday, taking the tally past 23 million, health ministry data showed. Experts believe the 
actual numbers could be five to 10 times higher. Funeral pyres have blazed in city parking lots, and bodies 
have washed up on the banks of the holy river Ganges, immersed by relatives whose villages were stripped 
bare of the wood needed for cremations. Earlier it was reported that more than 860 medics have died in India 
since the COVID-19 pandemic began, 116 of them in less than a month during the ongoing second wave, 
according to the head of the Indian Medical Association. 

• Indian doctors warn against cow dung as COVID-19 cure 
• Brazil sees nearly 2,500 more COVID-19 deaths in the last 24 hours 

Brazil registered 2,494 more deaths from COVID-19 in the last 24 hours, bringing the total death toll to 
428,034, the Ministry of Health said Wednesday. The ministry said that tests detected 76,692 new cases, 
raising the national count to 15,359,397. According to the ministry, Brazil now has a death rate of 204 per 
100,000 inhabitants and an incidence rate of 7,309 per 100,000. 

• Over a quarter of EU adults would refuse COVID-19 shot, survey says 
• Tourism minister says Spain will be ready for COVID travel certificate in June 

2.3 Global Awareness 

• Bolsonaro's approval falls to 24%, the lowest ever, says Datafolha poll 
• Uber used 50 Dutch shell companies to dodge taxes on nearly $6 billion in revenue, report says 
• Dozens of German priests will defy the Vatican and live-stream blessings of gay couples 
• 'Out-of-control' Chinese rocket has landed in the Indian Ocean 
• China urges U.N. states not to attend Xinjiang event next week 

China has urged United Nations member states not to attend an event planned next week by Germany, the 
United States and Britain on the repression of Uyghur Muslims and other minorities in Xinjiang. China charged 
that the organizers of the event, which also include several other European states along with Australia and 
Canada, use "human rights issues as a political tool to interfere in China's internal affairs like Xinjiang, to create 
division and turbulence and disrupt China's development." Beijing denies the forced labour accusations and 
describes the camps as vocational training centers to combat religious extremism. 

• Evidence of nine Neanderthals found in Italian cave 
• Taiwan denounces China's 'shameless lies' about WHO access 
• 9 Dead in Russia School Shooting 

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2021/05/13/national/doctors-union-says-impossible-to-hold-olympics-during-pandemic/
https://www.businessinsider.in/science/news/scientists-have-taught-bees-how-to-smell-when-youre-infected-with-the-coronavirus/articleshow/82437607.cms
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xgxxjq/nepal-everest-climbers-covid-oxygen-tanks?utm_source=reddit.com
https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/india-covid19-death-toll-1.6023704
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/indian-doctors-warn-against-cow-dung-as-covid-19-cure-1.5424710
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-05/13/c_139942714.htm
https://leaderpost.com/pmn/business-pmn/over-a-quarter-of-eu-adults-would-refuse-covid-19-shot-survey-says
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/tourism-minister-says-spain-will-be-ready-covid-travel-certificate-june-2021-05-13/
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/bolsonaros-approval-falls-24-lowest-ever-says-datafolha-poll-2021-05-13/?utm_source=reddit.com
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/uber-tax-avoidance-50-dutch-shell-companies-5-billion-revenue-2021-5?r=US&IR=T
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/gay-same-sex-wedding-blessings-german-priests/
https://news.sky.com/story/out-of-control-chinese-rocket-has-landed-in-the-indian-ocean-12301274
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/exclusive-china-urges-un-states-not-attend-xinjiang-event-next-week-2021-05-07/?utm_source=reddit.com
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20210508-evidence-of-nine-neanderthals-found-in-italian-cave
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/taiwan-says-china-is-maliciously-blocking-it-who-2021-05-11/?utm_source=reddit.com
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2021/05/11/9-dead-in-russia-school-shooting-a73851
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2.4 Political Extremism, Civil Unrest and Activism 

• Largest residential building in Gaza collapses after Israeli airstrike 
• Instagram, Twitter blame glitches for deleting Palestinian posts 
• 67 killed in Gaza, 7 killed in Israel as UN warns conflict could turn into 'full-scale war' 
• Israel rejects Hamas truce offer; ministers vote to intensify Gaza strikes 
• ‘We’re watching a lynching’: Jewish crowd in Israel beats Arab man as country erupts in unrest 
• More than 50 people, many of them female students, killed in bomb attack near Kabul school 

The death toll from an explosion outside a school in Afghanistan's capital Kabul has risen to 58, with doctors 
struggling to provide medical care to at least 150 injured. The bombing on Saturday evening shook the city's 
Shi'ite Muslim neighbourhood of Dasht-e-Barchi. The community, a religious minority in Afghanistan, has been 
targeted in the past by so-called Islamic State militants. An eyewitness told Reuters all but seven or eight of 
the victims were schoolgirls going home after finishing studies. 

3. CANADA 
3.1  COVID UPDATE 

 
 

 

 

https://www.nydailynews.com/news/world/ny-israeli-airstrike-hits-hanadi-tower-gaza-hamas-fires-back-20210511-7gtmnmny35fwjodtvye7mdt4ie-story.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20210510165535-38v1l
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/05/12/middleeast/israel-gaza-violence-un-warning-intl
https://www.ynetnews.com/article/ryHhosK00u
https://www.jta.org/2021/05/12/israel/were-watching-a-lynching-jewish-crowd-in-israel-beats-arab-man-as-country-erupts-in-unrest#.YJw_bdBrtNA.twitter
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/more-than-50-people-many-of-them-female-students-killed-in-bomb-attack-near-kabul-school
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Source: https://www.covid-19canada.com 

3.2  COVID-19 Canada News 

• Health Canada authorizes Pfizer vaccine for adolescents 

• B.C. to refuse driver’s licence renewals to people with unpaid COVID-19 fines 
The B.C. government says people who don’t pay COVID-19-related fines could be refused driver’s or vehicle 
licences. Public Safety Minister Mike Farnworth announced the move Wednesday, which will be accomplished 
by amending the Motor Vehicle Act. The change would empower ICBC to refuse to issue or renew licensing 
due to unpaid fines associated with B.C.’s Emergency Program Act and COVID-19 Related Measures Act. 

• Ontario’s stay-at-home order extended to June 2 
• Future of AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine in question in Canada over blood clots, supply issues 
• COVID-19: B.C. man hospitalized with AstraZeneca vaccine-induced blood clot 

A second British Columbian has been hospitalized for a blood clot after receiving the AstraZeneca vaccine. Dr. 
Bonnie Henry, B.C.’s provincial health officer, said the patient, a man in his 40s who lives in the Fraser Health 
region, is listed in stable condition after developing vaccine-induced immune thrombotic thrombocytopenia. 
“For some reason, in some people, the vaccine seems to stimulate an immune response that develops 
antibodies against our platelets. This causes a type of clotting that is different from other types of blood clots. 
… It is a very challenging one to treat,” said Henry. 

• COVID-19 could be a cause in public nature of Metro Vancouver gang violence, expert says 
• Canada unlikely to follow U.S. approach to easing COVID-19 masking rules: doctor 
• 80% of Canadians support COVID-19 vaccine passports for travel: poll 

https://www.covid-19canada.com/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/health-canada-authorized-pfizer-12-16-1.6014551
https://globalnews.ca/news/7856554/bc-licence-refusal-covid-fines/
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/newsalert-ontario-extends-stay-at-home-order-to-june-2
https://www.cbc.ca/news/health/astrazeneca-vaccine-paused-canada-blood-clot-vitt-1.6022821
https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/covid-19-b-c-man-hospitalized-with-astrazeneca-vaccine-induced-blood-clot
https://vancouversun.com/news/crime/expert-covid-19-could-be-a-cause-in-public-nature-of-metro-vancouver-gang-violence
https://vancouversun.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/ontario-keeps-stay-at-home-order-quebec-pauses-oxford-astrazeneca-shots/wcm/d622a15d-5590-4899-99ec-6f2c9e4c6e7e
https://globalnews.ca/news/7850798/covid-vaccine-passport-canadians-support-poll/
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• Ontario reports 2,759 new COVID-19 cases, lowest positivity rate in nearly six weeks 
• PM says Canada will have enough COVID-19 vaccines for a 'one-dose summer' 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau confirmed Tuesday that there will be enough COVID-19 vaccines coming into 
the country to offer every eligible and willing Canadian their first shot by this summer, and enough doses for 
everyone to be fully vaccinated “by September.” “A one-dose summer sets us up for a two-dose fall, when 
we’ll be able to talk about going back to school, back to work, and back to more normality,” said the prime 
minister. Though, questions remain about when the federal government will be issuing clear guidance around 
what degree of risk certain activities pose to vaccinated people, and what Canadians can, and can’t do safely 
after their first and second COVID-19 shots. “We can’t ease public health restrictions until cases are way down. 
We all want to have a summer where we can see our loved ones and invite friends over for BBQs. We can 
have that summer,” said the prime minister. “That’s what I’m excited about.” 

• Alberta surpasses 2M COVID-19 vaccine doses administered as 1,558 new cases identified Thursday 

3.3 Canada Awareness 

• Indigenous leaders launch $2.1 billion class-action lawsuits against Canada over lack of drinking water 
• ‘Go back to your teepees’: First Nations people protecting old growth forest on Vancouver Island say they 

were attacked by forestry workers 
• Greyhound Canada to Cut All Routes, End Operations 

Greyhound Canada is permanently cutting all bus routes across the country, shutting down the intercity bus 
carrier’s operations in Canada after nearly a century of service. The motor coach company said its remaining 
routes in Ontario and Quebec will cease permanently on Thursday. Its American affiliate, Greyhound Lines, 
Inc., will continue to operate cross-border routes to Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver once the border 
reopens. The decision comes a year after Greyhound Canada temporarily suspended all service due to a sharp 
decline in passengers and mounting travel restrictions amid the first wave of COVID-19. The bus carrier has 
struggled for years with declining ridership, increasing competition and deregulation. But the complete loss 
of so-called farebox revenue during the pandemic has forced the company to permanently cease operations, 
said Greyhound Canada senior vice-president Stuart Kendrick. 

• Liberal seek answers on naked photo of colleague, demand that Bloc MP testifies at committee 
• Bill Morneau broke ethics law three times during WE Charity affair, ethics commissioner rules 
• Internal dissent boils over into open call for Alberta Premier Jason Kenney to resign 
• Commission examining N.S. mass killing announces inquiry participants 

 

3.4  Canada – Political Extremism, Civil Unrest and Activism  

During the week of 6-13 May, the majority of activity in 
Canada noted by Welund focused on the government 
sector (48%), followed by finance (12%), mining (9%), 
and oil and gas (9%). Protests and webinars made up the 
majority of activity (24% each), followed by critical 
commentary (19%), and letter writing (12%).  

https://www.cp24.com/news/ontario-reports-2-759-new-covid-19-cases-lowest-positivity-rate-in-nearly-six-weeks-1.5426194
https://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/pm-says-canada-will-have-enough-covid-19-vaccines-for-a-one-dose-summer-1.5423013
https://globalnews.ca/news/7858804/alberta-covid-19-update-vaccine-milestone/
https://thenarwhal.ca/first-nation-class-action-lawsuit-canada-drinking-water/
https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/go-back-to-your-teepees-first-nations-people-protecting-old-growth-forest-on-vancouver-island-say-they-were-attacked-by-forestry-workers/
https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/go-back-to-your-teepees-first-nations-people-protecting-old-growth-forest-on-vancouver-island-say-they-were-attacked-by-forestry-workers/
https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/go-back-to-your-teepees-first-nations-people-protecting-old-growth-forest-on-vancouver-island-say-they-were-attacked-by-forestry-workers/
https://www.usnews.com/news/business/articles/2021-05-13/greyhound-canada-to-cut-all-routes-end-operations
https://nationalpost.com/news/politics/liberal-seek-answers-on-naked-photo-of-colleague-demand-that-bloc-mp-testifies-at-committee
https://nationalpost.com/news/politics/morneau-broke-ethics-law-three-times-during-we-charity-affair-ethics-commissioner-rules
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/alta-kenney-caucus-todd-loewen-1.6024857
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/mass-casualty-commission-participation-decision-nova-scotia-1.6024867
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Covid-19 restrictions continue to be a primary influence on activism in Canada. While the activity of many groups 
has been constrained by ongoing lockdowns and restrictions on gathering, most in-person protests continue to 
be organized by anti-lockdown groups and individuals. Increased enforcement has begun to impact some anti-
lockdown organizing. The ongoing pandemic continues to inform labour and human rights organizing, with a 
significant focus remaining on support for healthcare professionals and other essential workers. 

Protests: 

On 7-8 May, activists went ahead with a protest against 
ongoing restrictions and the shutdown of the Whistle 
Stop Café in Mirror, Alberta despite a pre-emptive 
injunction issued against the owner.  Hundreds of people 
gathered at the café and the event resulted in the arrest 
of owner Chris Scott and dozens of tickets being issued to 
protestors by the RCMP.  

A Calgary, Alberta Pastor and his brother – Artur and 
Dawid Pawlowski – were also arrested for organizing a 
gathering in opposition to ongoing public health 
restrictions.  

Anti-restriction organizers and groups have increasingly been more cautious in how they choose to promote or 
organize rallies due to the above court order and recent arrests of protestors and organizers. Prominent Calgary 
anti-restriction group Calgary Freedom Central recently shifted its narrative from that of a group organizing 
protests to an ‘independent news outlet.’  Walk for Freedom Alberta also recently announced it will be altering a 
15 May ‘Walk for Freedom’ protest to a ‘Drive for Freedom’. Other campaigners have claimed that change was 
due to “fear of reprisal.” 

Activism demanding enhanced restrictions and government supports also continues, particularly in provinces with 
the highest number of confirmed cases or the most restrictions. These groups are campaigning for paid sick days, 
wage increases, rights for immigrant workers, and other protections from the provincial and federal governments.  

Climate change activists in Canada continue their opposition to oil and gas pipelines, although overall activity 
remained low this week. The Community Nest Finding Network has expanded its activities against the Trans 
Mountain expansion project into the interior of BC, seeking other nests like the one along the Burnette River in 
Burnaby that has resulted in a temporary halt to logging in the area. Campaigners also joined calls from US 
campaigners for a shutdown of Enbridge’s Line 5 pipeline. A letter signed by 16 climate justice campaign groups 
was sent to the Government of Canada demanding it support the decommissioning of the pipeline in the Straits 
of Mackinac.  

Outlook: Ongoing covid-19 restrictions across the country will likely result in continued anti-lockdown activism, 
although increasing enforcement may see activists adapt their tactics or limit their gatherings. Organizers of the 
‘Worldwide Rally for Freedom’ continue to state that the event “is a go” and to call for solidarity rallies as part of 
a second global anti-lockdown action on 15 May.  

Figure 1: Past and upcoming protest activity as noted by 
Welund between 6-19 May 2021 
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Campaigners in support of public health restrictions will continue to advocate for support and protections for 
higher risk groups, and for healthcare and essential workers. On 18 May, the Ontario Health Coalition will engage 
in an online ‘blitz’ action to demand the provincial government answer questions regarding the conditions at long-
term care facilities in the province.  

On 23 May, Climate Pledge Collective will host a webinar to announce its 2021 ‘Bankswitch’ fossil fuel divestment 
campaign, targeting TD Bank, RBC, BMO, CIBC, and Scotiabank. It will look to build on the perceived success of its 
2020 campaign.  

Welund is also starting to see early organizing for ‘Shut Down Canada’ actions around Canada Day. Protests and 
other actions as part of this campaign are focused on a call for fundamental systemic change to address definitions 
of land ownership and Indigenous disenfranchisement. This ‘Shut Down’ focus has been a recurring theme within 
Indigenous led activism within Canada and the US for many years. 

 

 
Figure 2 Total activist activity in Canada as noted by Welund. 
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Figure 3 Activist activity in Canada by type as noted by Welund 

 
Figure 4 Activist activity in Canada by sector as noted by Welund. 
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4. USA 
4.1 COVID UPDATE 
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4.2 COVID-19 USA News  

• Vaccinated Americans Can Now Go Without Masks in Most Indoor and Outdoor Places, CDC Says 
Americans who are fully vaccinated against COVID-19 can now be indoors or outdoors without masks or social 
distancing in most cases, the Centers for Disease Control said Thursday. The announcement marks a major 
shift in public health guidance more than a year into the pandemic. The CDC, which had said last month that 
fully vaccinated Americans can stop wearing masks outdoors in small groups, cited the strong protection from 
the vaccines and the steep decline in new COVID-19 cases in their announcement. "The science is clear: If you 
are fully vaccinated, you are protected, and you can start doing the things that you stopped doing because of 
the pandemic," the CDC said in a statement on Thursday. 

• Washington Governor: State on Track to Fully Reopen June 30 
• Kids 12 and up Are Eligible for COVID Vaccine in Virginia 
• U.S. schools unlikely to push for mandatory COVID-19 vaccines anytime soon 
• U.S. COVID-19 deaths hit lowest level in 10 months 
• Amazon to offer $100 more to new U.S. hires with COVID-19 vaccination proof 
• U.S. administers 266.6 mln doses of COVID-19 vaccines - CDC 
• Biden Extends U.S.-Mexico and U.S.-Canada COVID-19 Border Restrictions Through May 21, 2021 
• U.S. CDC identifies 28 clotting cases after J&J vaccine 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said on Wednesday it had found more cases of potentially 
life-threatening blood clotting among people who received the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine and sees 
a "plausible causal association." The CDC said in a presentation the agency has now identified 28 cases of 
thrombosis with thrombocytopenia syndrome (TTS) among the more than 8.7 million people who had 
received the J&J vaccine. TTS involves blood clots accompanied by a low level of platelets - the cells in the 
blood that help it to clot. So far, three of the 28 have died. Previously, as of April 25, the CDC had reported 17 
cases of clotting among nearly 8 million people given vaccines. 

4.3  USA Awareness 

• US officials believe Russia may be behind the suspected directed-energy attacks that are getting government 
employees sick around the world, report says 

• Open carry of weapons now prohibited at rallies, Capitol 
• Secret Service seizes $2 billion in fraudulent Covid unemployment payments, returns funds to states 

The Secret Service has confiscated and returned to states about $2 billion in stolen Covid unemployment relief 
funds, agency officials said Wednesday. Programs in at least 30 states received the money after the agency 
determined recipients had fraudulently applied for pandemic-related unemployment. “This is typical of the 
cyber fraud we deal with annually. It’s just compounded based on additional funds (from) Covid relief,” Roy 
Dotson, Secret Service assistant special agent in charge, told CNBC. “The criminals did take full advantage of 
the programs to try to steal from them.” He said the $2 billion returned to the states was a “conservative 
estimate” and that pandemic-related fraud investigations are ongoing. He said last year that the Secret Service 
sent advisories to financial institutions to flag possibly fraudulent accounts where the money may have been 
deposited. 

• Corruption probe of NYPD officers reveals 'unabashedly racist' texts, officials say 

https://people.com/health/vaccinated-americans-can-now-go-without-masks-in-most-indoor-and-outdoor-places-cdc-says/
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/washington/articles/2021-05-13/washington-governor-state-on-track-to-fully-reopen-june-30
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/virginia/articles/2021-05-13/kids-12-and-up-are-eligible-for-covid-vaccine-in-virginia
https://globalnews.ca/news/7859214/u-s-mandate-covid-19-vaccines-kids/
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/u-s-covid-19-deaths-hit-lowest-level-in-10-months-1.5424887
https://globalnews.ca/news/7858876/amazon-workers-vaccination-proof/
https://financialpost.com/pmn/business-pmn/u-s-administers-266-6-mln-doses-of-covid-19-vaccines-cdc
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/biden-administration-extends-us-mexico-and-us-canada-covid-19-border-restrictions
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/u-s-cdc-identifies-28-clotting-cases-after-j-j-vaccine-1.5424727
https://www.businessinsider.com/directed-energy-attacks-us-officials-think-russia-maybe-behind-report-2021-5?utm_source=reddit.com
https://www.businessinsider.com/directed-energy-attacks-us-officials-think-russia-maybe-behind-report-2021-5?utm_source=reddit.com
https://apnews.com/article/wa-state-wire-business-gun-politics-government-and-politics-1142ab7469d3d928d23cc0122c74d7ff
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/12/secret-service-seizes-2-billion-in-fraudulent-unemployment-payments-returns-funds-to-states.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/amp/ncna1267121
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• More than 40 attorneys general urge Facebook to stop plans for an Instagram for kids 
• 1 million people sign up for Affordable Care Act coverage after Biden reopens exchange 
• US restores transgender health protections denied by Trump 
• US millionaire CEOs saw 29% pay raise while workers’ pay fell, report finds 
• ‘Do not fill plastic bags with gasoline’ U.S. warns as shortages grow 
• Colonial Pipeline paid hackers nearly $5 million in ransom, sources say 

Colonial Pipeline Co. paid nearly US$5 million to Eastern European hackers on Friday, contradicting reports 
earlier this week that the company had no intention of paying an extortion fee to help restore the country’s 
largest fuel pipeline, according to two people familiar with the transaction. The company paid the hefty 
ransom in untraceable cryptocurrency within hours after the attack, underscoring the immense pressure 
faced by the Georgia-based operator to get gasoline and jet fuel flowing again to major cities along the Eastern 
Seaboard, those people said. Once they received the payment, the hackers provided the operator with a 
decrypting tool to restore its disabled computer network. The tool was so slow that the company continued 
using its own backups to help restore the system, one of the people familiar with the company’s efforts said. 

4.4  USA – Political Extremism, Civil Unrest and Activism (Provided by Welund)  

During the week of 6-13 May, the majority of activist activity in 
the US noted by Welund took place in the government sector 
(45%), followed by finance (24%) and oil and gas (10%). Protests 
made up most activity (62%), followed by webinars (7%), and 
meetings/gatherings (5%).  

There was a large increase in activity targeting the financial sector this week. The increase can be attributed to 
protests and activity related to Stop the Money Pipeline’s (STMP) ‘Defund Line 3’ day of action on 7 May. The day 
of action represented an escalation in fossil fuel divestment activity, which had declined from a period of 
numerous protests in March. 

This week, Colonial Pipeline, the operator of a major pipeline system that transports fuel across the East Coast, 
was the target of a ransomware attack and halted all pipeline operations. The shutdown caused gas shortages in 
several eastern states. The cyber-attack is one of the most disruptive digital ransom operations ever reported and 
has highlighted the vulnerabilities of US 
infrastructure to hackers.  

Protests: As US vaccinations against covid-19 
increase, organizers continue to emphasize 
physical distancing and mask-wearing adaptations 
to protests. California, New York, and 
Massachusetts saw the most protests this week.  

On 7 May, protests were held in multiple cities 
across the US targeting the financial institutions 
connected to Enbridge’s Line 3 pipeline as part of 
the ‘Defund Line 3’ day of action. Past (grey) and upcoming (red) protest activity as noted by Welund between 

6-19 May. 

 

https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/10/tech/facebook-instagram-for-kids-attorneys-general/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/11/politics/affordable-care-act-sign-ups/index.html
https://apnews.com/article/health-care-transgender-sex-discrimination-77f297d88edb699322bf5de45a7ee4ff
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/may/11/us-millionaire-ceos-saw-29-pay-raises-while-workers-had-decreases-report-says
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/do-not-fill-plastic-bags-with-gasoline-us-warns-shortages-grow-2021-05-12/?utm_source=reddit.com
https://financialpost.com/commodities/energy/oil-gas/colonial-pipeline-paid-hackers-nearly-5-million-in-ransom-sources-say
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On 12 and 13 May, there were protests against Line 5 to ‘evict’ Enbridge in Michigan. Anti-Line 5 campaigners 
gathered at Line 5 transfer sites of the Mackinac Straits to “show solidarity in support of Tribal Leaders and State 
Officials protecting the Great Lakes” in Mackinaw and St. Ignace. 13 May was the deadline that Governor Whitmer 
gave Enbridge to shut down its pipelines.  

Campaigners have continued to demand that the Biden administration and vaccine makers ‘Free the Vaccine’. On 
11 May, Global Justice Now (GJN) protested on the day of AstraZeneca’s AGM to “send the company one clear 
message: we demand a People’s Vaccine.” 

Outlook: Shareholder season has continued to attract attention from activists organizing anti-corporate 
campaigns. Events have been organized to prepare for upcoming shareholder meetings.  

On 12 May, the BlackRock’s Big Problem (BBP) coalition hosted a webinar to launch a new campaign against 
Vanguard – titled: 'Vanguard’s Very Big Problem'. Welund expects an increase in activism against Vanguard.  

Welund has observed an increase in solidarity protests and actions with activists in Colombia. On 15 May, activists 
in Seattle will hold ‘autonomous actions’ in solidarity.  

Analysts have noted pro-Israel and pro-Palestine protests across the US in relation to the ongoing conflict in the 
region. Welund expects to see continued Black Lives Matter-related activism leading up to the anniversary of 
George Floyd’s death on 25 May and Derek Chauvin’s sentencing in June. 

 

 
Figure 5 Total activist activity in the US as noted by Welund. 
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Figure 6 Activist activity in the US by industry as noted by Welund 

 
Figure 7 Activist activity in the US by type as noted by Welund. 
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End of Report 
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